
SELF-PRIMING CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS - CNH 

Series CNH 

The CNH series is made up of single-stage centrifugal pumps with self-priming device, axial suction port, open 

centrifugal impeller and independent shaft. 

The self-priming devices is made up of a helical rotor installed in front of the impeller and a rotor chamber which 

The series is made up of range of 2 models with open impeller, independent shaft and standard IEC motor.

Mixed construction: pressed/cast stainless steel - AISI 316L (1.4404) - CF3M (1.4409).

The pump incorporates a self-priming device which gives the centrifugal pump its suction capacity; this com-

CNH self-priming centrifugal pumps can be used in industrial applications, for example in the food, dairy and 

beverage sectors, for tank emptying operations, CIP solution recirculation and for handling liquids with a high 

air content.



Protective motor shroud

Version with drainage feature guarantees com-

Version without drainage.



TECHNICAL DATA

Seal materials (FDA, Regulation (EC) No. 1935/2004

EPDM

Fluorocarbon

P.T.F.E. (Fep)

DIN - SMS - IDF - BS / RJT - DS - CLAMP and 

in compliance with international standards.

3/h

2
O

Maximum suction pressure 4 bar (PN 10)

Dimensions not binding - DN = DIN 11851 female connection with standard IEC/EN motors

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

Investment cast double vane rotor for 

Open reverse vane impeller with 

increased dimensions, designed in 

accordance with performance optimi-

zation criteria. 

Pump type
IEC motor 

dimensions:
DNa DNm A B C D E E’ G H K K’ I J J’ L V

CNH 2

112

50 142

314,5

189

315 230 180
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205

200

405 445 195

132 S
293,5 400 230 818 430 380 220

132 M

CNH 3

132 S

80
314,5 188,5 400

129
230 840

255
455 380

132 M

301 218,5 333 280 998 485
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